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** Disclaimer **
Discipline sucks. It’s not fun. Nobody is happy.
We’d all rather be doing something different.
Nobody wants to be the bad guy. But it’s also
necessary. It should be used intelligently. And it
should be used properly. Now that we’ve got that
out of the way, let’s work on doing discipline right.





You’re probably doing your 

discipline wrong



Discipline (n): The practice of 
training people to obey rules 
or a code of behavior, using 

punishments to correct 
disobedience.



A Throwback SAT Analogy

Your child failing to do his/her homework : Getting grounded

::

Your child not understanding his/her homework : Getting a tutor

Your employee failing to show up on time : Discipline

::

Your employee trying but failing to complete tasks properly : PIP



The PIP Misnomer
• A performance improvement plan is not to correct 

behavior or attitude or laziness or lack of trying
– It is meant to correct PERFORMANCE

• A performance improvement plan should not be 
viewed as punishment but rather assistance

• Separate behavior from performance and, thus, 
separate discipline from your PIPs

• Termination can and should be a consequence of 
failure to achieve a PIP but such termination does 
not mean the employee is a bad person…he/she just 
lacked the skill set for the job



The Common Discipline 

Mistakes



Verbal Warnings

• In a world of documentation, these are meaningless/useless

• They can’t be tracked (and if they can, they are written 
warnings)
– And we mean NOTHING about them can be tracked

• They provide very little in the way of “fear” factor

• This doesn’t mean you should abandon ongoing verbal 
counseling
– But they should not be considered “discipline” as that term is 

defined in your policies

– Consider verbal warnings more akin to coaching/mentoring



Kitchen Sink Terminations
• Termination outlining everything the 

employee has ever done and/or everything 
bad you can think of
– Whereas there is (are) truly just one (or two) 

ultimate reasons for termination

• A company’s effort at documenting previously 
undocumented disciplinary issues

• You will inevitably go overboard
• You will overshadow the true reason for the 

termination
• You are rewarding previous poor discipline 

management



Incomplete Disciplinary Notices

• Lack of COMPLETE description of 
incident/behavior that led to the discipline

• Lack of reference to previous discipline

• Lack of reference to policy/procedure/rule 
implicated or violated

• Lack of description of further potential discipline 
if incident/behavior occurs again

• Lack of description of remedial steps/action to be 
taken

• Lack of signatures



Surprise Disciplinary Notices

• Discipline that is never discussed with or 
provided to the employee

• Multiple disciplinary notices provided to 
employee at one time

• Termination for something other than a 
major infraction when no previous 
discipline has been issued



Lack of Honesty

• Not talking about malicious dishonesty 
here

• Concealing the real reason(s) for discipline 
to preserve an employee’s feelings

– Usually related to poor performance

• Being intentionally vague to avoid a 
difficult or uncomfortable conversation

– “You’re not the right fit.”



Volume of Disciplinary Notices

• If a current employee has more than three 
disciplinary notices in his/her personnel file, there is 
a problem
– This is a general rule and you should be willing to take 

into account special circumstances and exceptionally 
long tenure

• Termination for something other than a major 
infraction when there are no previous disciplinary 
write-ups

• Keep in mind that we’re talking DISCIPLINARY 
NOTICES…not performance issues



Emotional Disciplinary Notices

• The use of emotionally charged words
• The use of opinion rather than facts
• Failure to point to a policy/rule/procedure that was violated

Rather than “Dustin has a bad attitude” 

Use “Dustin refused to perform a request from his supervisor and 
indicated several ways that he believed he could perform the task 
better.  After the supervisor explained why she wished to have the 
task performed the way she did, Dustin rolled his eyes and said 
‘Whatever’ to his supervisor and walked away from her while she 
was still speaking.  Such behavior violates Section II.A.1.(b) of our 
Employee Handbook.”



The Progressive Problem

• A progressive disciplinary 
policy often results in 
inflexibility and an 
employer’s unwillingness to 
take appropriate action

– Either in the instance of 
utilizing the progressive 
discipline policy in the first 
place or in changing course 
once it has been utilized



Consequences of Our 

Mistakes



A Culture Problem

• Discipline does not create a negative 
culture…but “gotcha” discipline does

• The use of discipline for performance 
issues creates a negative culture

• A lack of discipline can result in an unruly 
(and ultimately, negative) culture



Productivity Problems

• We are not properly addressing and correcting 
problem behaviors

• Performance rarely improves via discipline

• Retaining problematic and disruptive employees

– Either through lack of discipline or vague/unclear 
discipline

– Also via disgruntled employees with a mission to make 
life miserable

• Employees learn by watching other employees

– i.e., Younger siblings learn from older siblings



Unemployment Problems

Unable to establish the necessary 
requirements for “misconduct” as defined by 
the Texas Workforce Commission

– i.e., As the result of verbal discipline and/or 
lack of complete discipline records

– This results in an increase in your 
unemployment tax rate



Increased Lawsuit Risks

• We “encourage” employees to contact lawyers, file 
administrative complaints, and file lawsuits

• We increase the likelihood of internal complaints 
and, thus, the risk of making errors elsewhere

• We lose the ability to allege a legitimate, non-
discriminatory reason 

• We lose on the issue of pretext

• We don’t have good evidence to properly litigate



How to Do Discipline Right



When to Discipline

• Immediately upon observing the conduct AND 
completing a disciplinary notice

– The “conduct” is any behavioral issue or policy/rule 
violation

– If an investigation is necessary first, issue the discipline 
immediately upon closing the investigation or upon 
learning of the need for discipline

• Don’t let an incident or behavioral issue slide

– i.e., Don’t be scared of the 1st Written Warning

– Avoids disparate treatment claims or worsening 
behavior



Who Should Discipline

• The employee’s direct supervisor should issue 
the discipline

– In consultation with HR (i.e., HR should be the 
witness)

• This will require supervisor training

• Avoids claims of intimidation and/or 
retaliation

• Be willing, however, to deviate from this 
procedure depending upon the severity of the 
discipline and availability of the parties



What Should Be Said

• Outline the FACTS of the incident or behavior rather than your 
interpretative opinion
– This likely will require a longer description and more time
– Don’t be vague and be honest

• Identify the specifics of the incident or behavior, including when 
and where it occurred, who was present, and what was said or 
done by whom

• Remind the employee of any previous disciplinary 
notices/incidents

• Outline what the employee should or should not do moving 
forward and the consequences of any further failures

• Indicate your desire to accomplish more than punishment…you 
would like to see an improved employee

• Answer any questions and allow the employee to 
speak/respond but apply appropriate limits



How It Should Be Delivered
• Deliver it in person in a private setting with all 

parties (including the witness) present

• Don’t just hand over the 
documentation…actually discuss it

– Provide a copy for the employee to read along as 
you go through it

• Deliver it humanely with a focus on 
improvement rather than defeatism

– But do not sugarcoat the problem

• Allow appropriate time to go over the 
discipline



Some Overall Guidelines



• Three strikes and you’re out!

• Require the employee to sign…including pointing out the 
portion of the discipline that indicates signature doesn’t 
equal agreement

• Allow the employee to respond as fully as he/she wishes
– Even if that means providing a written narrative that you attach to the 

discipline notice

• Give the employee copies of the discipline if he/she requests 
it

• If the discipline is a second discipline, review the first to 
ensure that if they are related, the employee complied with 
the “next steps” portion of the first discipline

• Investigate prior to issuing discipline if an investigation is 
warranted
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